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Abstract: A variety of volume electron microscopy techniques have been developed to visualize thick
biological samples. However, the resolution is limited by the sliced section thickness (>30–60 nm). To
preserve biological samples in a hydrated state, cryo-focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy
has been developed, providing nm resolutions. However, this method is time-consuming, requiring
15–20 h to image a 10 µm thick sample with an 8 nm slice thickness. There is a pressing need for
a method that allows the rapid and efficient study of thick biological samples while maintaining
nanoscale resolution. The remarkable ability of mega-electron-volt (MeV) electrons to penetrate
thick biological samples, even exceeding 10 µm in thickness, while maintaining nanoscale resolution,
positions MeV-STEM as a suitable microscopy tool for such applications. Our research delves into
understanding the interactions between MeV electrons and frozen biological specimens through
Monte Carlo simulations. Single elastic scattering, plural elastic scattering, single inelastic scattering,
and plural inelastic scattering events have been simulated. The electron trajectories, the beam profile,
and the intensity change of electrons in each category have been investigated. Additionally, the effects
of the detector collection angle and the focal position of the electron beam were investigated. As
electrons penetrated deeper into the specimen, single and plural elastic scattered electrons diminished,
and plural inelastic scattered electrons became dominant, and the beam profile became wider. Even
after 10 µm of the specimen, 42% of the MeV electrons were collected within 10 mrad. This confirms
that MeV-STEM can be employed to study thick biological samples.

Keywords: Monte Carlo simulation; MeV-STEM; thick biological samples; nanometer resolution;
electron specimen interaction

1. Introduction

In biology and medicine, many essential processes unfold at the nanoscale. Visualizing
cellular structures, organelles, and biomolecules in three dimensions allows researchers to
understand the complexities of biological systems, including how cells function, communi-
cate, and respond to stimuli. This is vital for advancing our knowledge of health and disease.
It is also critical for advancements in energy storage, catalysis, and environmental science.

To visualize large/thick biological samples (e.g., cells and tissues), various volume
electron microscopy (EM) techniques have been developed [1,2]. In Array Tomography,
sections prepared by microtome, cryo-microtome, or ultramicrotome are imaged using
scanning electron microscopes (SEMs) or TEMs with a resolution larger than 60 nm (i.e.,
the section thickness). In serial block face SEM (SBF-SEM) or Focused Ion Beam Scanning
Electron Microscopy (FIB-SEM), the top surface is imaged with repeated material removal
from the top surface, and the resolution is limited by the slice thickness (∼30–100 nm). To
ensure that biological samples are as close as possible to their native state, cryo-FIB-SEM has
been developed [3–7] with a resolution as high as a few nanometers. However, depending
on the imaging parameters, it takes 15–20 h to image a 10 mm thick sample with a slice
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thickness of 8 nm and an area of 3 × 2 mm2 (8 nm pixel size) [7]. In addition, there are
charging artifacts, curtaining artifacts, and linear artifacts [3,5].

As shown [8–11], STEM has been employed to study biological samples up to 1000 nm
thick, which is much thicker than that can be imaged by cryo-Electron Microscopy (cryo-
EM) or cryo-Electron Tomography (cryo-ET) [12–15]. In STEM, the electron beam is focused
on the specimen plane, and there is no image-magnifying lens behind it. The image is
formed by mapping detector counts point-by-point to scan positions. The bright-field
(BF), annular dark-field (ADF), and high-angle annular DF (HAADF) images are formed
by collecting electrons within small (e.g., <10 mrad), medium (e.g., 10–50 mrad), and
high (e.g., >50 mrad) angles, respectively [16–18]. For cryo-samples, objects with higher
concentrations of heavy atoms will be preferentially detected by ADF imaging, forming the
so-called “Z-contrast” (Z is the atomic number). The mass density variations in different
parts of the sample are detected by BF imaging.

As the allowable sample thickness depends on the electron energy and image for-
mation mechanism, a mega-electron-volt Scanning Transmission Electron microscope
(MeV-STEM) has been proposed [19]. The high penetration of inelastic scattering signals of
MeV electrons could make the MeV-STEM an appropriate microscope for imaging biolog-
ical samples as thick as 10 µm or more with nanoscale resolution. The best resolution is
inversely related to the sample thickness and changes from 6 nm to 24 nm when the sample
thickness increases from 1 µm to 10 µm. As discussed, the resolution is mainly limited by
beam broadening and low-dose limit on resolution. The broadening of the probe due to
electron scattering can be estimated based on a wave optical multislice algorithm [20,21].
The plural elastic scattering of electrons at 200 keV in vacuum and amorphous ice has been
estimated by Wolf et al. [10]. When multiple scattering is included, the broadening of the
probe is expected to be worse and needs further investigation.

The Monte Carlo (MC) method is a statistical random sampling technique for solving
complex multi-dimensional integral equations that are difficult to solve analytically. The
general method was developed by Metropolis and Ulam in 1949 [22]. It is commonly
used to estimate the probability of different outcomes in a process [23–25]. In radiation
therapy to cure cancers, MC simulation-based methods have been employed to study the
degradation of biomolecules by direct damage from inelastic scattering processes (most
primary particles have initial energies in the MeV range) [26]. The track structure and
properties of energy deposition and dose distributions have been estimated. For example,
an MC simulation was performed to study the transport and energy loss of low-energy
electrons (<10 keV) in liquid water [27].

Here, MC simulation is employed to study the interaction between MeV electrons
and amorphous ice. The effect of plural scattering on the electron beam broadending is
investigated. Also, different imaging modes have been examined, and the optimal imaging
mode, which results in the smallest beam size at the existing surface of specimens, has been
identified. This result further demonstrates that MeV-STEM is a novel imaging technique
to visualize thick samples rapidly and efficiently while maintaining nanoscale resolution; it
will significantly increase the rate of scientific discoveries.

2. Methods
2.1. Model Electron Cross-Section Formulae

When an imaging electron interacts with the specimen, it will be scattered elastically
without losing energy or inelastically with energy loss. The chance of an electron under-
going event i (e.g., elastic scattering, inelastic scattering) within a sample thickness dt is
given by

P = σiρdt = Kidt, (1)

where σi is the cross-section for event i, and ρ is the sample density, Ki is the scattering
coefficient. The density of amorphous ice is 0.92 g/cm3, as used by Langmore and Smith [28]
and Jacobsen et al. [29].
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The angular distribution of scattering from a target atom can be described by the
differential scattering cross-section. For elastic scattering, the differential cross-section
follows the Rutherford formula for the screened Coulomb potential of the nuclear charge.
In the Wentzel approximation, the differential cross-section for elastic scattering in first-
order Born approximation becomes [10,17]:

dσel
dΩ

=

 2ZR2
(

1 + E
E0

)
aH

(
1 +

(
θ
θ0

)2
)


2

, θ0 =
λ

2πR
, R = aHZ−1/3 (2)

where σel is the elastic scattering cross-section, Ω is the solid angle, Z is the atomic number,
E is the electron energy, E0 is the rest energy of the electron, aH is the Bohr radius (0.0529 nm),
θ is the scattering angle, θ0 is the characteristic scattering angle below which 50% of the
electrons are scattered into, λ is the electron wavelength. The characteristic scattering
angle for oxygen is 15 mrad for 200 keV electrons. Integrating Equation (2) yields the total
cross-section [10,28,30]:
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1.4 × 10−6Z3/2

β2

(
1 − 0.26Z
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)
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]2
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The angular dependence and the cross-section of inelastic scattering can be approxi-
mated with a Bethe-model [10,18]:
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where σinel is the inelastic scattering cross-section, θE is the characteristic angle that is
responsible for the decay of the inelastic scattering, ∆E is the mean energy loss from a
single inelastic scattering event (e.g., 39.3 eV for amorphous ice [30]). An inelastic scattering
is concentrated within much smaller angles than elastic scattering. The characteristic angle
θE is typically of the order of 0.1 mrad for 200 keV electrons. The cross-sections of Oxygen
in amorphous ice (i.e., Oxygen-only H2O: the density of amorphous ice and atomic number
of Oxygen were considered) are calculated using Equations (2) and (4), listed in Table 1
and graphed in Figure 1. The total cross-section for inelastic scattering is approximated
by [28,30]

σinel ≈
1.5 × 10−6Z1/2

β2 ln
(

2
θc

)
, θc =

⟨∆E⟩
β2(E + E0)

(5)

Table 1. Electron scattering cross-section for Oxygen-only H2O from 100 keV to 3 MeV. θ0 and θE are
the characteristic scattering angles for elastic and inelastic scattering.

Elastic Cross-Section (nm2) Inelastic Cross-Section (nm2)

Detector Collection Angle Detector Collection Angle

Electron
Energy

(eV)
θ0 (mrad) 0–10 mrad 10–50 mrad 50–100

mrad Total θE (mrad) 0–10 mrad 10–50 mrad 50–100
mrad Total

100,000 22.3 1.7 × 10−5 6.7 × 10−5 1.6 × 10−5 1.0 × 10−4 0.214 1.6 × 10−4 3.1 × 10−5 2.4 × 10−6 1.9 × 10−4

200,000 15.1 1.9 × 10−5 3.8 × 10−5 5.1 × 10−6 6.2 × 10−5 0.114 1.1 × 10−4 1.2 × 10−5 6.9 × 10−7 1.3 × 10−4

300,000 11.8 2.1 × 10−5 2.6 × 10−5 2.6 × 10−6 5.0 × 10−5 0.080 9.4 × 10−5 6.8 × 10−6 3.4 × 10−7 1.0 × 10−4

1,000,000 5.2 2.7 × 10−5 6.8 × 10−6 3.6 × 10−7 3.4 × 10−5 0.029 5.9 × 10−5 1.1 × 10−6 4.6 × 10−8 6.0 × 10−5

3,000,000 2.1 2.9 × 10−5 1.3 × 10−6 5.5 × 10−8 3.1 × 10−5 0.011 4.1 × 10−5 1.7 × 10−7 6.9 × 10−9 4.1 × 10−5
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The total cross-section for scattering from amorphous ice is [31]

σice = σO_atom + 2σH_atom (6)

where σO_atom and σH_atom are the scattering cross-sections of Oxygen and Hydrogen atoms
in amorphous ice. As pointed out by Jacobsen et al. [29], the inelastic scattering of hydrogen
was not accurate. Thus, the approximation proposed by Jacobsen et al. was followed. They
used the empirical inelastic scattering cross-section of 8.8 pm2 at 80 keV for hydrogen to
scale that at other voltages. The total inelastic cross-section of H2O is about 110% of the
total inelastic cross-section for Oxygen-only ice.

After interacting with the sample, the electron would fall into the following five
categories [29,30]:

• Inoscat designates electrons undergoing no scattering;
• I1el designates electrons being elastically scattered once, remaining within the detector

collection angles;
• Iel,plural designates electrons undergoing multiple elastic scatterings without any in-

elastic scatterings and remaining within the detector collection angles;
• Iinel designates electrons undergoing at least one inelastic scattering and remaining

within the detector collection angles;
• Iout designates electrons being scattered outside the detector collection angles.

The sum of these five types of electrons is equal to the incident electron beam intensity I0:

Inoscat + I1el + Iel,plural + Iinel + Iout = I0 (7)

2.2. MC Simulation

The beam broadening in thick biological samples is governed by two effects: the
geometrical beam divergence and the broadening due to plural scattering in the specimen.
As discussed by Yang et al. [19], the beam divergence angle was designed to be as small
as 1 mrad. The corresponding beam profile was generated based on the recently demon-
strated state-of-the-art 2 pm geometrical emittance, 3 × 10−5 energy spread, and optimized
chromatic (1.8 cm) and spherical (16 cm) aberrations of the STEM column [19]. An initial
distribution with a total number of 10,000 electrons and the minimum root-mean-square
(RMS) beam size of 1 nm and semi-convergence angle of 1 mrad at the focal position has
been applied as the input file to MC simulations.

In MC simulations, an electron was chosen from the electron profile randomly, then an
event (elastically scattering, inelastic scattering, or no-scattering) was chosen based on the
probability of each event in thickness dt as defined by Equations (3) and (5). However, the
calculated ratio between σinel and σel (σinel/σel) is about 1.4, much lower than the theoretical
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ratio (~26/Z) [17]. As pointed out by Dr. Henderson [32], the ratio is about 3 for 80–500 KeV
electrons. Recently, Drs. Peet, Henderson, and Russo [33] showed that σinel/σel are 4.1 and
5.3 for carbon at 300 KeV and 3 MeV, respectively. Thus, the total inelastic scattering cross-
section is scaled to be three times that of the total elastic scattering cross-section, σinel = 3σel
without considering the effect of high voltage on the ratio. The sample thickness dt was
chosen to be 0.5 nm. Then, the scattering angle for elastic and inelastic scattering events
was chosen based on the differential scattering cross-section for each angle interval dθ
based on Equations (2) and (4). For elastic scattering, the cross-section for each angle
interval is the sum of the oxygen cross-section and two times the hydrogen cross-section.
For inelastic scattering, the cross-section is 110% of the oxygen cross-section. The angle
interval dθ was set to 0.001 mrad for θ smaller than 0.6 mrad, 0.01 mrad for θ smaller than
6.3 mrad, 0.1 mrad for θ smaller than 67 mrad, 1 mrad for θ smaller than 600 mrad, and
10 mrad for other θ angles. The position of the electron was updated based on the scattering
angle and the distance dt along the scattering direction. Also, the event type was recorded.
The procedure was repeated for 15 mm/dt = 30,000 times. As the scattering is circularly
symmetric perpendicular to the incoming electrons, only a cross-section parallel to the
incoming electrons was studied in the MC simulation.

The beam size at depth t was calculated as the diameter of a disc containing 68% of
the electrons reaching depth t. Each electron at depth t was classified into the five groups
discussed at the end of the previous section based on the events it experienced before
reaching depth t.

3. Results
3.1. Electron Beam Propagation in Vacuum

The trajectories of 10,000 electrons in vacuum are shown in Figure 2A. All the electrons
landed within 42 nm of the center at a depth of 10 µm. The majority were within 10 nm
of the center at a sample depth of 10 µm and 3 nm of the center at a sample depth of
1 µm (Figure 2B,C). The beam slowly broadened to 1.4 nm at a sample depth of 1 µm, and
the broadening speed was slower than the geometric broadening. After that, the beam
broadened at the same speed as the geometric broadening and reached 9.1 nm at a depth of
10 µm, narrower than the geometric broadening of 11 nm, as shown in Figure 2D.
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Figure 2. Electron beam profile in vacuum. (A) Trajectories of 10,000 electrons with a 1 nm radius and
1 mrad semi-convergence angle. (B,C) The calculated transverse beam profiles for depths up to 10 µm
and 1 µm. (D) Beam radius R0.68, containing 68% of the electrons, as a function of sample depth. As a
reference, the geometric beam broadening is shown in a black dashed line. The dimensional values in
(A–C) are in nm.
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3.2. Electron Intensity in Amorphous Ice at 300 keV

Compared with vacuum, electrons were scattered in all directions in amorphous ice.
One electron was even scattered back (Figure 3A,D). As there is a limited range of collection
angles of a camera, only 0–10 mrad collection angles were considered for imaging, the same
as Yang et al. [19]. As expected, fewer electrons (4722) were collected within 0–10 mrad
(Figure 3B,E). Correspondingly, the beam width at a depth of 1 µm was 9.7 nm, much larger
than 1.4 nm in vacuum. However, if only the electrons collected within 0–10 mrad were
considered, the beam radius was only 2.7 nm, which is close to that of the beam size at an
incident energy of 200 keV with a semi-convergence angle of 2.9 mrad [10].
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Figure 3. Electron beam profile in amorphous ice at incident electron energies of 300 keV.
(A) Trajectories of 10,000 electrons for depths up to 1 µm. (B) Trajectories of 4722 electrons col-
lected within 0–10 mrad. (C) Beam radius R0.68 as a function of sample depth. As a reference, the
geometric beam broadening is shown in a black dashed line. (D,E) The calculated transverse beam
profiles of 10,000 electrons and 4722 electrons collected within 0–10 mrad for depths up to 1 µm.
(F) Electrons scattered in ice as a function of depth, including single elastic, plural elastic, and inelastic
scattering. The dimensional values in (A,B) and (D,E) are in nm.

The fractions of single and plural elastically scattered electrons were 0.23% and 0.37%,
respectively (Figure 3F), in good agreement with the predictions by Yang et al. [19]. The
rest of the electrons were inelastically scattered. When only electrons collected within
0–10 mrad were considered, the fractions of single and plural elastically scattered electrons
were 0.12% and 0.08% at a depth of 1 µm, respectively. About 47% of all incoming imaging
electrons were inelastically scattered and collected on the camera within 0–10 mrad. This
confirms that STEM could be used to image thicker frozen biological samples compared
with conventional TEMs, which rely on elastically scattered electrons [10,11,19].

3.3. Electron Intensity in Amorphous Ice at 3 MeV

Compared with 300 keV electrons in amorphous ice, electrons traveled to a much
deeper sample depth. At the sample depth of 5 µm, the trajectories of most electrons were
retained within 50 nm of the center (Figure 4A,D). The beam radius was 22.2 nm. The
electrons collected within 0–10 mrad were retained within 25 nm of the center (Figure 4B,E),
and the radius was 12.7 nm (Figure 4C). The fractions of single and plural elastically
scattered electrons were below 0.1% at the sample depth of 2 µm, while the fraction of
electrons collected within 0–10 mrad was still at 67.1% (Figure 4F).
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When the sample depth was doubled from 5 µm to 10 µm, electrons were scattered
wider (Figure 5A,B,D,E). The trajectories of most electrons were retained within 100 nm of
the center, and the beam radius was 70.9 nm. The electrons collected within 0–10 mrad were
retained within 50 nm of the center (Figure 5B,E), and the radius was 27.9 nm (Figure 5C),
about doubled compared with that at a depth of 5 µm. The fraction of electrons collected
within 0–10 mrad was still at 41.9% (Figure 5F), decreased only by 30% compared with that
at the depth of 5 µm.

3.4. Effect of Collection Angle on Electron Intensity in Amorphous Ice at 3 MeV

As shown in Figures 2–4, the electrons collected within 0–10 mrad were retained
closer to the center of the electron trajectories. Therefore, smaller collection angles were
investigated. As the collection angle decreased from 0–10 mrad to 0–5 mrad and 0–1 mrad,
the beam width decreased from 27.9 nm to 21.0 nm and 16.8 nm (Figure 6A). Meanwhile,
the intensity of collected electrons decreased from 41.9% to 22.4% and 4.6%, respectively
(Figure 6B). To reduce the beam size while maintaining a certain signal, 0–5 mrad might be
better than 0–15 mrad and 0–1 mrad.
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3.5. Effect of Imaging Modes on Electron Intensity in Amorphous Ice at 3 MeV

As proposed by Wolf et al. [10] and Yang et al. [19], when focusing the beam in the
middle of the specimen, the geometric broadening was only 50% of that when electrons
were focused on the top surface of the specimen. Here, the electrons were focused at a
depth of 5 µm (i.e., defocused at 5000 nm). The beam radius at the top surface was enlarged
from 1 nm to 6 nm but stays almost constant up to a depth of 2.5 µm, then follows the trend
of electrons focused on the top surface of the specimen (Figure 7). As for the intensity of
electrons collected within 0–10 mrad, it was the same as that when electrons were focused
on the top surface of the specimen (4187 vs. 4095 electrons collected within 0–10 mrad at a
depth of 10 µm).
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4. Discussion

One important factor in the simulation of electron scattering in specimens is the
total and differential scattering cross-section. The ratio between σinel and σel varied in the
literature. It was predicted to be ~26/Z [17] or ~20/Z [10,28], which is about 3.25 or 2.5
for oxygen in amorphous ice. Based on the theoretical calculation and the data from ICRU
Report 90 published in 2016, Drs. Peet, Henderson, and Russo [33] estimated the ratio was
4.1 and 5.3 for carbon at 300 KeV and 3 MeV, respectively. The higher the ratio, the more
electrons experienced inelastic scattering and the narrower the electron trajectories and the
beam radius. As a starting point, the ratio of 3 was chosen in this simulation.

As proposed by Wolf et al. [10] and Yang et al. [19], when focusing the electrons in the
middle of the specimen, the geometric broadening was only 50% of that when electrons
were focused on the top surface of the specimen. However, in the simulation, focusing on
the middle of the specimen does not help to reduce the beam radius. This may be due to
the fact that as soon as electrons enter the specimen, scattering starts, and electrons cannot
be focused as in a vacuum. Thus, the beam radius in this simulation was 27.9 nm, about
four times larger than that proposed by Yang et al. [19] (a factor of two due to that focusing
at the middle of the specimen does not reduce beam size, and another factor of two due to
that multiple scattering effect becomes more significant for a 10-µm-thick specimen).

However, focusing on the middle of the specimen may benefit the STEM images, as the
STEM images are formed by scanning the specimen from one spot to another spot. When
electrons are focused on the top surface of the specimen, the beam profile is cone-shaped
(i.e., beam radius increases as the depth increases). The formed STEM image does not
cover the entire 3D slab (with void space between scanning spots in the top portion of the
specimen). When electrons are focused on the middle or even the bottom of the specimen,
the beam profile is cylinder-shaped, and the formed STEM image includes information
from the entire 3D slab. Thus, it provides more complete and accurate information of
the specimen.
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